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Abstract 

Following the financial crisis of 2007/2008 regulators intensified the regulation of financial derivatives through (i) 

the implementation of the European Markets Infrastructure Directive (EMIR) to increase transparency of 

over-the-counter (OTC) derivatives and (ii) the implementation of Basel III to increase capital underpinning. 

Non-financial corporates, who mainly hedge with OTC derivatives, are seeing tendencies of increasing costs and 

decreasing availability of required OTC derivatives but fail to have a full concept of the impact and possible 

responses to manage the impact. Also, theoretical research did not consider reguation as an influencing factor and 

thus does not offer theories to analyse the impact of regulation on corporate hedging activities (defined as the 

willingness and ability of NFCs to conduct hedging in an optimal way). Given this gap, this paper reviews existing 

theories and based on that pre-conceptualises a model that helps to analyse the impact of regulation on corporate 

hedging activities and provides a preliminary conceptual framework that includes corporate responses to manage the 

regulatory impact. 

Keywords: Corporate hedging, Regulatory impact, Derivatives regulation 

1. Introduction   

Financial market regulators intensified the regulation of financial derivatives, following the financial crisis of 

2007/2008. The main measures include the implementation of European Markets Infrastructure Directive (EMIR) 

and Basel III to increase transparency of the over-the-counter (OTC) derivatives market and to increase capital 

underpinning of derivatives transactions. Non-financial-corporates (NFCs) are very much concerned about the 

impact of both regulations on their hedging activities which significantly rely on OTC derivatives. EMIR impacts the 

cost and effectiveness of hedging activities and requirements on systems given the various reporting and monitoring 

requirements and NFCs and as surveys and comments state, NFCs started seeing trends of higher costs for hedging 

and a decrease of availability of required derivatives due to Basel III.  

For example, in February 2012, the Verband Deutscher Treasurer (the Association of German Treasurers, VDT) and 

Deutsches Aktieninstitut (German Shares Institute, DAI) surveyed 364 non-financial companies amongst their 

members with 205 respondents, of which 86.3% stated that banks clearly or at least by trend try to establish higher 

prices for hedging transactions via derivatives. 44.3% mentioned to sense that banks are urging towards the cash 

collateralization of OTC derivatives. Those NFCs mentioned to see trends that the availability of financial 

derivatives products is decreasing as banks apply a more selective deployment of their scarce equity capital. 26.9% 

of respondents mentioned that the number of banks that are willing to provide hedging instruments has declined and 

30% stated that it is more difficult to get the appropriate hedging instruments for their transactions. The availability 

of longer term hedging instruments has been declining significantly as 56.3% of respondents mentiooned. 

Furthermore, key findings of an online survey of European corporate treasury professionals conducted in January 

2012 by EuroFinance stated that: (i) 57% of corporates in western Europe expect that the implementation of Basel III 

regulations will have a negative impact on their company’s performance, and (ii) 61% of European corporate 

treasurers, who expressed an opinion, think that banking regulators do not understand the impact of their regulations 

on corporate and trade finance. 

Nevertheless, NFCs fail to have a full overview of the impact on their corporate hedging activities – which is defined 

in this study as the willingness and ability of NFCs to conduct hedging in an optimal way. Such overview has also 
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not been brought forward by theoretical literature but is of interest for practioners, theorists, regulators and other 

policy makers. This review aims to suggest such an overview through pre-conceptualisation of a model that helps to 

analyse the impact of regulation on corporate hedging activities and a framework that integrates such model and 

possible corporate responses to manage the impact. The review is divided in three sections. The first section is 

concerned with the pre-conceptualisation of a model to analyse the impact of the regulatory changes on corporate 

hedging activities. For that relevant literature on corporate hedging is reviewed. The findings are applied to develop a 

preliminary impact analysis model. The second section is concerned with concepts of organisational response to 

regulation. For that the review is widened into strategic management fied, where most of the theories on 

organisational response to regulation are to find. The result of that is an initial conceptual framework on management 

of regulatory involvement. The third section integrates the first and second sections and creates an integrated initial 

conceptual framework that can guide further research.   

2. Corporate Hedging and Corporate Hedging Activities  

This section aims at the pre-conceptualisation of a model to analyse the impact of regulatory changes on corporate 

hedging activities. For that existing literature on corporate hedging is critically reviewed with regards to relevant 

ideas and concepts related to corporate hedging activities. In this context pre-conceptualisation is understood as a 

preliminary impact analysis model. After defining corporate hedging and corporate hedging activities, the most 

relevant theories related to the reasons for corporates to conduct corporate hedging as well as the optimal way of 

corporate hedging are critically reviewed with the aim to extract factors that might be of relevance for the impact 

analysis model. 

2.1 Definition of Corporate Hedging and Corporate Hedging Activities 

Spanò (2013) and Gupta (2017) summarized the three different definitions of corporate hedging that can be derived 

from theoretical literature as the following: (i) hedging as a generic insurance contract, (ii) hedging as any action 

reducing covariance between a firm’s value and a state contingent variable or, more specifically, (iii) hedging as the 

activity of holding derivative financial instruments to reduce the exposure to marketable risks. The latter is the most 

specific definition and is of relevance for this paper. 

2.1.1 Hedging as an Insurance Contract 

Mayers and Smith (1982) published the journal article “On the Corporate Demand for Insurance”, which is broadly 

considered as the first study that introduced corporate risk management into the modern theory of corporate finance. 

The study’s view of hedging was as an insurance contract. Mayers and Smith regarded the corporation as a sort of 

primary market of explicit and implicit long-term contracts between different claimholders: shareholders, 

bondholders, employees, customers and suppliers. Mayers and Smith (1982) argued that due to the contracting costs, 

it is optimal for corporations to allocate risk to those claimholders that have a comparative advantage in risk bearing. 

In their view these claimholders were the stockholders and bondholders, as they can diversify their claims through 

the secondary market. However, as the amount of risk that can be allocated to stockholders and bondholders is 

limited by the amount of capital of the firm, Mayers and Smith (1982) suggested that the purchase of insurance 

(corporate hedging) offers the possibility to reallocate risk from the other claimholders to the insurance company.  

2.1.2 Hedging as Any Action Reducing Correlation  

Smith and Stulz (1985) brought the definition of hedging a step further. In their study “The determinants of firms’ 

hedging policies”, they refer to hedging as reducing risk by holding derivative financial instruments but also by other 

ways, such as a merger or operational and capital structure changes or a change in real operating decisions. Thus, 

Smith and Stulz consider hedging to be any action that reduces or eliminates the covariance between the firm’s value 

and the value of a generic state variable. Smith and Stulz (1985) argue that their approach to hedging is different 

compared to the insurance-like approach of Mayers and Smith (1982), because - in contrasts to hedging through 

forwards and futures - for corporations the purchase of insurance provides real services, given the expertise of 

insurance companies in evaluating risks and administering claims settlement. However, their definition is sufficiently 

broad to include the insurance-like definition of Mayers and Smith (1982) among the actions defined as hedging, as 

an insurance contract is a possible means to reduce the covariance between the firm’s value and a state variable.  

2.1.3 Hedging as Holding Derivative Financial Instruments 

The most recent definition, which also of relevance for pre-conceptualisation of the model, explicitly refers to 

hedging as the act of holding derivative financial instruments (Gupta, 2017). Authors, such Froot, Scharfstein, and 

Stein (1993), DeMarzo and Duffie (1995), Broll and Eckwert (1999) and Battermann, Braulke, Broll, and 

Schimmelpfennig (2000) regarded hedging as the act of holding derivative financial instruments to reduce or 

file:///D:/foxmail-201504/Foxmail-Sciedu-backup/foxmail6.5-BMR&amp;JBAR/foxmail6.5-English-20120425/Temp/new1-20171025.doc%23_ENREF_98
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eliminate the covariance between the firm’s value and the value of an underlying asset subject to market price 

fluctuations. Their primary interest is often the investigation of the different effects of different derivative financial 

instruments, for example to derive the preferred hedge strategy (Battermann et al., 2000; Froot et al., 1993). As 

Spanò (2013) and Gupta (2017) pointed out, this type of definition implies the absence of asymmetric information 

and moral hazard problems, underlining a peculiarity of purchasing derivatives with respect to purchasing insurance 

contracts, which cannot be captured by the general definition of Smith and Stulz (1985). Thus, following definitions 

apply for the initial impact analysis model: 

• Corporate hedging: The Act of holding derivative financial instruments by non-financial corporations to reduce 

or eliminate the covariance between the firm’s value and the value of underlying assets which are subject to foreign 

exchange risk and interest rate risk fluctuations. 

• Corporate Hedging Activity: This study is interested into the impact of regulation on the willingness of NFCs to 

conduct corporate hedging as well as the influence on the ability of NFCs to conduct hedging in a way that optimal 

for the respective NFC. Thus, corporate hedging activity in this study is defined as: the willingness and ability of a 

non-financial corporation to conduct Corporate Hedging.  

2.2 Rationale for Corporate Hedging 

Studies that explain the reasons for NFCs to hedge are used to understand and extract the key elements of the 

willingness of NFCs to conduct corporate hedging, which is one part of the impact analysis model. Gupta (2017) and 

Spanò (2013) summarized the existing theories and differentiated them into two groups, both of them aiming to 

increase profits/wealth by reducing costs associated with volatility. The first group connects corporate hedging to the 

objective of the firm to maximise shareholder wealth, and the second focusses on hedging as a mean to maximise 

managers’ private utility.  

Table 1. Rationales for Corporate Hedging  

Rationales  Method 

Shareholder wealth increase - Reduction of costs of financial distress 

- Reduction of agency costs of debt 

- Reduction of pre- tax liability  

- Reduction of costs of external financing 

Managers private utility - Increase own income/wealth by letting firm hedge volatility 

- Reputation of managerial performance 

2.2.1 Corporate Hedging to Maximise Shareholder Wealth  

a) Cost of financial distress 

Introduced by Smith and Stulz (1985) in their above-mentioned study, this theory suggests that hedging reduces the 

probability of default and thus the present value of the costs of financial distress. This can be done by reducing the 

volatility of the firm’s cash flows as the present value of the cost of financial distress is a function of the probability 

of default and the costs given default (Omar, Mohammad, & Ahmad, 2017; Stulz, 2013). Furthermore, Smith and 

Stulz have argued that, while the reduction of financial distress cost increases firm value, it augments shareholder 

value even further by simultaneously raising the firm’s potential to carry debt. Hedging lowers the cost of financial 

distress, which leads to a higher optimal debt ratio and the tax shields of the additional debt further increases the 

value of the firm. However, they have also mentioned that as shareholders have no possibility to reduce these costs, 

in the presence of costs of bankruptcy, management has a comparative advantage in managing risk. 

Several studies have investigated empirical evidence for the financial distress argument by analysing the relationship 

between financial constraints and firms’ hedging activities. While for example Nance, Smith, and Smithson (1993) 

and Sprčić (2008a) did not find evidence supporting the financial distress argument, other studies found evidence 

that firms with lower liquidity and higher leverage are more likely to use derivatives. Among others following 

studies have found evidence, Dolde (1995), Mian (1996), Fok, Carroll, and Chiou (1997), Goldberg, Godwin Kim 

Tritschler, and Myung-Sun (1998) and Haushalter (2000), Judge (2002), Fehle and Tsyplakov (2005), Singh and 

Upneja (2008), Afza and Alam (2011), Adam, Fernando, and Salas (2015) and Judge (2015). 
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b) The agency cost of debt  

In their study about managerial behaviour, agency costs and ownership structure, Jensen and Meckling (1976) 

brought forward that firms can decrease agency costs of debt by reducing the volatility of cash flows. Dobson and 

Soenen (1993) presented three reasons to hedge risk based on agency costs: (i) hedging reduces uncertainty as it 

smooth future cash flows and by doing this lowers the firm’s cost of debt. (ii) when debt financing, cash flow 

smoothing by hedging exchange risk will tend to reduce the risk-shifting (from shareholders to bondholders) and 

underinvestment problems (rejection of positive net present value projects if return is mainly to bondholders) and by 

that reduce agency cost of debt, and (iii) hedging extends the length of the contractual relations between 

shareholders by reducing the probability of financial distress. It mitigates the moral-hazard agency problem by 

contributing to corporate reputation.  

This rationale is supported by empirical evidence of various studies such as Bessembinder (1991), Minton and 

Schrand (1999), Haushalter, Heron, and Lie (2002), Judge (2002), Singh and Upneja (2008), Ameer (2010), Afza and 

Alam (2011), Chaudhry et al. (2014), Deng, Elyasiani, Mao (2016) and Alexandridis, Chen, and Zeng (2017) while 

Sprčić (2008a) did not find supporting evidence with regards to Croatian and Slovenian companies.  

c) The convexity of the tax function  

Smith and Stulz (1985) brought forward the argument that hedging can increase firm value depending on the tax 

code that the firm faces. While the expected tax liability of a firm, facing a linear tax function (constant effective 

marginal tax rate), is unaffected by the volatility of taxable income, this changes in the case of a convex tax structure. 

A tax system can be convex in cases where the marginal tax rate increases progressively with taxable income or due 

to various tax rules and regulation (Bartram, 2000).  

Smith and Stulz (1985) argue that if a firm faces a convex tax function, i.e. the marginal corporate tax rates are an 

increasing function of the firm’s pre-tax value, then the after-tax value of the firm is a concave function of the pre-tax 

value. By reducing the variability of pre-tax firm values hedging can reduce the expected tax liability and 

subsequently increase the expected post-tax value of the firm, if hedging costs are not too large. Activities which 

reduce the volatility in reported earnings will enhance shareholder value by reducing the effective long run average 

tax rate and the more convex the effective tax system, the greater the reduction in expected taxes, a rationale 

supported among others by Froot et al. (1993), Mian (1996), Graham and Smith (1999).  

The empirical evidence supporting this argument is rather limited with, Berkman, Bradbury, and Magan (1997), 

Judge (2002), Afza and Alam (2011), having found some support of that theory in their respective samples of New 

Zealand, UK and Pakistani firms, while other did not found empirical support.  

d) Costly external financing 

In this theory funds obtained from external sources are assumed more expensive than internal funds because of 

capital market imperfections (such as transaction costs and agency costs) and stabilizing a firm’s cash flows through 

hedging can be value increasing as it improves the probability of having sufficient internal funds for planned 

investments and avoiding the need either to cut profitable projects or bear the transaction costs of obtaining external 

funding (Froot et al., 1993).  As explored by numerous scholars, such as Stulz (1990), (Haushalter et al., 2002) and 

summarized by Glaum (2002) , this rationale for hedging is more relevant, (i) the larger a firm’s growth options, 

(ii)the more pronounced the informational asymmetries between management and investors and between different 

types of claim holders, and (iii)tThe higher the cost of external funding.  

Based on that theory and on evidence that internal cash flow is correlated to corporate investment, Froot et al. (1993) 

produced a model where the costly external financing can result in underinvestment in some situation, namely when 

internally generated funds fall short to cover the amount of profitable new investments.  Thus, the volatility of 

profits can lead to a shortage of funds and cause the firm to seek costly external financing for their investments in 

low-profit times. This in turn reduces in Froot et al.’s model the optimal investment in low profit situations and firms 

can aim for hedging strategies that reduce the volatility of earnings.   

A huge number of studies have presented evidence that provides support for this rationale to hedge, amongst others 

Fok et al. (1997), Goldberg et al. (1998), Haushalter et al. (2002), Sprčić, Tekavčič, and Šević (2008b), Singh and 

Upneja (2008), Afza and Alam (2011), Chernenko and Faulkender (2012), Chaudhry et al. (2014), Deng et al. (2016).  

2.2.2 Corporate Hedging as a Mean to Maximise Managers’ Private Utility   

This line of reasoning, introduced by Stulz (1984), refers to the incentives of managers to hedge their own wealth on 

the expense of shareholders. Significant portions of manager’s wealth, in the form of income or share ownership, are 
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linked with the economic situation and financial performance of the firm. Thus, other things being equal, managers 

prefer stability to volatility to improve their own wealth (Jensen & Meckling, 1976). Smith and Stulz (1985) pointed 

out, that as managers are not fully diversified, they have an incentive to hedge the risks inherent in their own position, 

and since hedging involves costs, they prefer the firm to hedge them. Against the background that managers might 

otherwise reject to undertake positive but risky net-present-value projects, the implementation of a risk management 

programme may also be in the shareholders’ interest (Glaum, 2002). A further reason, why management may prefer 

to hedge, focusses on managers’ reputation. Managers may prefer to implement a risk management programme to 

communicate their managerial performance to outside observers without income volatility which is not in their 

control (Bodnar et al., 2016; Breeden & Viswanathan, 1998; DeMarzo & Duffie, 1995).   

Empirical evidence for this rationale are inconclusive, e.g. Berkman et al. (1997), Sprčić (2008a), Huang and Li 

(2014) did not find supporting evidence, while Tufano’s (1996), Ertugrul, Sezer, and Sirmans (2008), Singh and 

Upneja (2008), Ameer (2010), Afza and Alam (2011), Sang, Abu, and Osman (2013), and Bodnar et al. (2016) found 

supporting evidence.   

2.3 Optimal Hedging Strategy  

Further inside into the elements that might influence the willingness and ability of NFCs to hedge can be found in 

theories that deal with the optimal way of hedging, defined for that purpose as the choice of the right hedging 

instrument, hedge ratio and tenor. With regards to the derivatives choice, finance literature generally differentiates 

between linear and non-linear instruments. Derivatives with linear payoff structure (payoff function has a linear 

relationship to the price of the underlying asset) such as futures, forwards and swaps can inexpensively transfer risk 

and reduce variance of cash flow. Non-linear derivatives, such as options, can reduce downside risk while allowing 

upside potential and can be used for yield or income enhancement (Hopkin, 2017).  

Some seminal contributions have provided theoretical models that explain the optimality of one type of hedging 

strategy relative to the other including the optimal hedging strategy when linear instruments are chosen or when 

non-linear instruments are chosen (Bajo, Barbi, & Romagnoli, 2012). However, there is no single uniformly accepted 

model and most cited theoretical models have been set up within different contexts (Gupta, 2017; P. Huang, 2003; 

Mnasri, Dionne, & Gueyie, 2013; Spanò, 2013). Subsequently empirical evidence and results are mixed. However, 

below elaborations dwell on the most cited models, as summarized by Mnasri et al. (2013), and will analyse their 

possible contribution to the pre-conceptualisation of the impact analysis model. 

Adler and Detemple (1988) argued that, to achieve optimal hedging, non-diversified managers with no limitation on 

borrowing and short-selling opportunities will adopt to linear strategies while investors that face borrowing 

constraints have incentives to use non-linear instruments. Froot et al. (1993) looked on corporate risk management in 

the context of firm-value maximization. They developed a model (FSS Model) that aims to show how a firm’s 

optimal hedging strategy – in terms of both the amount of hedging and the instruments used – depends on the nature 

of their investment and financing opportunities and is set up in different settings. Mello and Parsons (2000) have 

developed a model (MP model) for evaluating alternative hedging strategies for financially constrained firms. Adam 

(2002) extended the FSS model and MP model to a multi-period framework and. Adam (2009) investigated the 

reason of usage of options strategies instead of linear strategies and confirmed the findings in Adam (2002).  

Some models also included production and pricing characteristics of the company’s output. Moschini and Lapan 

(1992) looked on the linear instrument vs. non-linear instrument choice for a competitive firm with production 

flexibility. Brown and Toft (2002) modelled a profit-maximizing firm that is confronted with both price and quantity 

uncertainties and financial distress. Gay, Nam, and Turac (2002) and (2003) examined how corporations should 

choose their optimal mix of linear and non-linear derivatives with price and quantity risk.  

Overall, despite the existence of many theoretical models, empirical evidence is rather scant and mixed, perhaps 

because models have been set up in different contexts (Mnasri et al., 2013). As a key takeaway of this section, below 

table and explanation summarizes the key determinants of the most cited theoretical models on optimal hedging 

strategy. Those determinants will then be critically reviewed with regards to their ability to contribute to the initial 

impact analysis model.   
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Table 2. Literature on optimal corporate hedging strategy 

 

Following factors have been extracted from the above mentioned theoretical models as key factors with regards to 

the optimal hedging strategy:  

1. Risk exposure: The type of risk that the company is exposed to (interest rates, foreign exchange rates etc.) is the 

starting point for each hedging decision and as such mentioned in all models. This also includes the pay-off structure, 

i.e. linear and non-linear exposure.  
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2. Risk aversion: A risk-averse attitude of corporates to financial risk is assumed by all models. 

3. Costs / prices: While neglected by some models due to simplicity reasons, most studies consider costs as a key 

factor. This includes all the costs that are associated with entering the hedging transactions.  

4. Market situation/expectation: Mentioned by six studies, this factor includes decision maker’s expectations and 

opinions with regards to the development of the market and the risky asset or cash flows.  

5. Liquidity: More than half of the studies regard the available liquidity as an important factpr or as one of the 

main aims of the model, namely to ensure the company’s ability to meet its cash flow commitments.  

6. Investments: Half of the studies mentioned that investments and financings are key factors with regards to the 

optimal hedging strategy as they can determine the risk exposure.  

7. Financing opportunities and costs: In the same context as the investments, the supply of external finance at 

beneficial prices is regarded as an important element of corporate hedging strategy as it can offset shortfalls of 

internal cash flows or allow pursuing further investment opportunities.   

8. Production flexibility: The studies that approached the field in the context of production risk brought forward 

that available flexibility on the production side can (partly) offset the spot price risk of the output of corporates. 

9. Availability: A factor which is implicitly a significant element in all models is the availability of the required 

derivatives instruments and the required tenor. Most of the models are based on one or two period models. However, 

the risk that corporates face is often more than one or two years.  

10. Expertise/systems: This element goes in the same direction as availability. All models assume that the 

corporates do have the necessary expertise and systems to make out and handle the right strategy with derivatives.  

2.4 Preliminary Impact Analysis Model   

In this section, the above mentioned key factors will be reviewed with regards to their contribution to the preliminary 

Impact Analysis Model. From a change management perspective, R. S. Arnold and Bohner (1993) defined impact 

analysis as the activity of identifying what to modify to accomplish a change, or of identifying the potential 

consequences of a change. For the purpose of this study, impact analysis is defined in line with the second definition 

of R. S. Arnold and Bohner (1993). Thus, Impact Analysis is defined as the activity of identifying the potential 

consequences of a change. The model will have a micro approach, meaning that the key concept of the model 

(Corporate Hedging Activity) will be disaggregated in its constituent elements and the impact of regulation on each 

of the elements will be analysed. Thus, the model will constitute of the factors determining the willingness and the 

ability of NFCs to conduct corporate hedging. 

The theories on rationales for hedging suggest that the reason to hedge is maximisation of profits and subsequently 

firm value. This is done through elimination of volatility of cash flows and reduction of financial and tax costs. This 

shows that shareholders’ and managers’ risk aversion (elimination of volatility) is the basis for any risk decion. Thus, 

the following is proposed: 

P1: The risk aversion of shareholders’ and managers’ influences the willingness of NFCs to do corporate hedging. 

As NFCs are replying to volatility of cash flows by hedging through derivatives, there must be a certain level of trust, 

in terms of security, into the derivatives market and the counterparty that is trading with them. Otherwise, NFCs 

would not feel more secure after the hedging with derivatives. Therefore, the following is proposed: 

P2: The degree of trust into the derivatives market influences the willingness of NFCs to do corporate hedging. 

The theories on the rationales for corporates to hedge show that firms aim to reduce or control costs (financial costs 

and/or tax costs). Thereby they aim to increase firm value. Therefore, it can be assumed that costs considerations also 

impact the willingness of NFCs to hedge through derivatives. As a result, the following is proposed:   

P3: Cost considerations influence the willingness of NFCs to do corporate hedging. 

With regards to the ability of NFCs to hedge, an important factor which is assumed as given in the above theoretical 

models is that the NFCs have the appropriate systems and processes in place. This includes the technological means 

buz also the appropriate processes, including guidelines or policies. Thus, the following is proposed:  

P4: The systems and processes of NFCs in relation to corporate hedging influence their ability to conduct corporate 

hedging. 

The theories on optimal hedging strategy suggest that the expertise of the employees, that do the hedging, and 

hedging policy deciders are of importance. At all stages of the corporate hedging transaction, that is from calculating 
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the risk exposure, to determining the appropriate hedge ratio and choosing the right instrument, the know-how of the 

employees and management play a major role. Consequently, the following is proposed: 

P5: The knowhow of NFCs with regards to corporate hedging influence their ability to conduct corporate hedging. 

Another determinant that is assumed as a static factor in the above mentioned theoretical models is the availability of 

the required instruments and the required tenors. This is of course dependent on the derivatives markets’ situation. 

Thus, also the situation on the derivatives market, be it directly the market or via the banks, can influence the ability 

of NFCs to conduct corporate hedging. Therefore, the following is proposed: 

P6: The derivatives market situation influences the ability of NFCs to conduct corporate hedging. 

Based on the above-mentioned suggestions, a preliminary model is created that should help analysing the impact of 

the regulatory changes on NFCs corporate hedging activities with the blue boxes representing the willingness to 

hedge and the green boxes the ability to hedge in an optimal way.  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Preliminary impact analysis model 

With regards to the relationship of the corporate hedging activities and the risk/return consideration, the theories on 

rationales to hedge have shown that firms hedge to increase firm value. Therefore, hedging has a positive impact on 

risk reduction and subsequently securing certain level of profits. Following this, less hedging might have a negative 

impact on risk and subsequently lead to more volatility of profits. Thus, if the impact of the regulatory changes is 

leading to a reduction of the hedging activity, it will increase the firms risk position and might have negative 

consequences on profits and firm value. 

3. Organisational Response to Regulation  

The following section reviews studies that can provide a framework on how NFCs will respond to regulatory impact 

on their hedging activities. Given the lack of a theoretical framework in the financial risk management field, the 

search is expanded to the strategic management filed. It starts by outlying the general importance of regulation when 

it comes to the strategic options of firms and goes then over to the concept of organisational response to regulations.  

3.1 Strategy and Regulation 

The significance of the general environment (which includes regulation) when it comes to a firm’s strategic options 

was always of significant interest for strategy scholars and has been researched from different perspectives. Over the 

last sixty years, the literature and research on strategic management spread out leaving a diversity of partly 

competitive and partly complementary paradigms (Özleblebici & Çetin, 2015; Tansey, Spillane, & Meng, 2014; 

Volberda & Elfring, 2001). Influential studies can be differentiated in those that focussed their studies on the 

importance of the environment for opportunities and threats and for positioning the firm with regards to competition 

such as Ansoff (1965), Andrews (1971), Porter (1979), and those that emphasized the different roles of organizational 

members when generating strategies such as Mintzberg (1987), Burgelman (1983a) and Hart and Banbury (1994).  
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With regards to governmental and regulatory involvement studies show that it is together with ownership structures 

the major considered external actor when generating the corporate strategy, structure and processes (Frankenberger, 

2006). In his study on the influences of external, regulatory actors on corporate strategy and structure Frankenberger 

(2006) categorized the literature regarding the impact of governmental/regulatory involvement in five clusters, 

namely: (1) internal effects, in the form of adjustments of corporate strategy and structure; (2) external effects in the 

form of externally directed strategic responses of corporations; (3) proactive political strategies to influence the 

legislation and regulation process; (4) interactive strategies involving multiple actors; (5) macro level studies. He 

found that most of the studies fall into the first cluster and are concerned with environmental regulations. The first 

cluster, namely internal effects on the corporate strategy and structure, is also of interest with regards to the aim of 

this study, namely to explore the response of NFCs to the regulation in terms of adjustments of strategy and structure.  

3.2 Concepts of Organisational Responses  

With regards to organisational responses to regulation, a milestone study which is cited by various studies (e.g. 

Chattopadhyay, Glick, and Huber (2001); Frankenberger (2006); Saebi, Lien, and Foss (2016); Vest and Kash (2016)) 

is the study of Cook, Shortell, Conrad, and Morrisey (1983). They discussed in their paper “A theory of 

organizational response to regulation: the case of hospitals” the type and timing of internal adjustments made by 

hospitals and patterns of inter-organizational activity within the framework of regulatory constraints. Cook et al. 

(1983) provide a general theory of organizational response to regulation, which is illustrated using the hospital 

industry. The theory consists of two major components, (i) the conceptualisation of the nature of regulatory process 

into four dimensions (scope, restrictiveness, degree of uncertainty and duration) which reflects the intensity of the 

regulation and (ii) the organisational response, in the form of an adaption and mutual selection perspective. The 

adaptation perspective deals with the efforts made by organisations to adapt to changing environmental 

circumstances and the selection perspective deals with the constraints set by the environment, limiting the adaption 

process (Cook et al., 1983). Furthermore, Cook et al. (1983) differentiated three levels of organizational level 

responses to regulation, namely institutional, managerial and technical and suggest that there is a hierarchical 

ordering of hospital responses to regulation that constrains financial resources, in view of the relative costliness of 

making the organizational changes. The theory predicts that organisations will first make internal adjustments at 

institutional level, followed by managerial level changes, and only as regulation, which is also influenced by other 

exogenous factors such as political climate, increases in intensity will changes be made at the technical level (Cook 

et al., 1983).   

Table 3. Examples of Various Organisational Responses to Regulation 

  Intrahospital Regulatory Response Interhospital Regulatory Response 

Institutional Level 

Response 

- Lawsuits 

- Hospital involvement with regulatory 

agencies 

- Trustee education program 

- Multiunit hospital system involvement 

- Merger, Consolidation, alliances 

- Hospital association activity  

Managerial Level 

Response 

- Boundary spanning activities 

- Consultants, legal, financial marketing 

- Planning department, changes in 

centralisation and participation in 

management decision making 

- More budgetary and accounting activities 

for middle managers 

- Development and expansion of public 

relation and community affairs 

- Changes in medical staff  

- Shared nonclinical services 

- Involvement in management contracts 

and consortia 

- Joint planning with other hospitals 

- Joint review with other hospitals of rates 

before rate review bodies 

Technical Level 

Response 

- Development of new services and 

programs 

- Changes in scheduling, pricing, staffing, 

practices, concentration of output etc. 

- Shared clinical services 

- Shared medical staff arrangement  
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According to that theory, in the earlier and milder form of the regulation, organisations will try to mitigate the 

uncertainty created by regulatory changes through mechanisms such as educating trustees, attempting to become 

involved in the process and testing the legality of the imposed regulation through lawsuits. As the regulation persists, 

organisational response will go over to acquiring additional expertise and input and thereby developing greater 

boundary spanning capability for dealing with the regulatory environment (Cook et al., 1983).  

The theory continues that organisations will try to avoid technical level responses and make them only as regulation 

increases in intensity. Rationale for that is that those changes go into the core of the products and services provided 

by the organisation and include an adjustment in the actual services and products provided, in staffing, scheduling 

and so on and organisations will try to protect their technical core, given that any modifications in that are costlier 

and they are the type of changes that the professionals in the organisation care the most about (Cook et al., 1983). 

The theory notes that contextual variables such as ownership structure might influence the response and further 

predicts, that only after exploring all the intra-organisational responses, organisations will consider making 

inter-organisational response. Figure 2 below presents the theory of organizational response to regulation according 

to Cook et al. (1983). 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Theory of Organisational Responses to Regulation 

While the concept of the regulation, in the form of a tax on services and products as considered by Cook et al. (1983), 

is not fully applicable to the regulation at hand, given that the EMIR and Basel III regulations are not directly 

impacting the products and services of the company, the concept of organizational response is helpful to categorize 

the response forms. Applying that on NFCs and the regulation of the OTC derivatives market suggests that the phase 

of intra-organisational level response has already been passed, given that EMIR and Basel III regulations have 

already been implemented. Responses that could be categorized in that phase are the lobbying of NFCs to be exempt 

from EMIR’s clearing obligations when the derivative transaction is for hedging purposes as well as the CVA 

addition exemptions for transactions with NFCs for hedging purposes. Thus, as the regulation already overcame 

institutional level responses, organisations would now turn to managerial level responses, including the use of 

consultants, the change in degree of centralization, the upgrade of booking and trading systems etc. Given that the 

regulations are not directly impacting the products and services of the NFCs, the intensity of the regulation is rather 

mild, so that it is assumed not to lead to the necessity of technical level responses.  

Therefore, it could be assumed that organisations will mainly rely on managerial level changes as response to the 

regulatory changes. Managerial level responses are connected to costs and additional investments in systems with no 

additional revenues coming from that investment. This, in general, would have negative consequences for the returns 

of the NFCs as they would decline. Therefore, the following is assumed: 

P7. NFCs response on EMIR and Basel III regulations will mainly rely on intra-organisational managerial level 

changes. 

P8. Managerial level responses will have negative consequences on returns of the NFCs, if those consequences 

cannot be compensated through other mechanisms.  
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4. Conclusion and Key Findings  

Corporate hedging practitioners are concerned with the impact of newly established regulations on their corporate 

hedging activities but fail to have a model on how the impact can be analysed and a concept of the the responses. A 

search of theoretical literature on corporate hedging revealed that there is a gap in current knowledge with regards to 

the impact of regulation on corporate hedging activities as well as NFCs’ responses to the impact in terms of internal 

alignment. Given this gap, the review’s first aim is to suggegst an initial model that can assist in analysing the impact 

of the regulatory actions on corporate hedging activities. The components of the model have been derived from 

existing theoretical models on the rationale for corporate to hedge and the optimal hedging strategy. 

The second aim of the review is to suggest that concepts of organisation level responses, from the strategic 

management field, can also be applied on this topic and based on that suggest a conceptual framework that integrates 

the suggested initial model and organisation level responses, into one conceptual framework on impact of regulations 

on corporate hedging activities and organisational responses.   

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3. A priori conceptual framework 
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